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				staffAtomic Energy			
			Ecological nuclear energy for the home

Translated and edited by Bruce A. Perreault on 11-20-2006

 I have forced myself to write this article to shape my practical experiences that I have made about nuclear energy to the order of many people whom have requested for me to make references of the case.

 Nuclear energy is a subject that has been badly focused and badly used from the beginning of the times, from the discovery of the radiations and the experiments performed by the Curies, the Uranium and all that derived from it in a technology at the moment is very complex, of high cost, dangerous and generates polluting byproducts. What makes this single energy possible is that it is available only to the countries that can pay for such expenses. Furthermore, never can this form of energy be used to take to the home or to use it to impel automobiles or to feed a generator for our houses for the same reason before mentioned, but we watch around us the enormous amount of processes of disintegration and nuclear reactions that surround us everywhere on the Earth we see here that IF a system can be made nuclear simple, ecological and very cheap. 

 Common occurrences such as electrical discharges, lightning, etc…, produce nuclear reactions, which also includes processes that simply happen in electrical circuits. If we can design an electrical circuit that produces a nuclear reaction within itself in stable form and controlled, everything is certain. 

We do not need to look for difficult things and dangerous things like Uranium, Plutonium, etc… if we watch the spontaneous nuclear reactions that happen in our planet we will see that the radioactive elements participate more in the same way as the one that is perhaps one of most abundant of the planet and that is CARBON, and pure coal is something very easy to obtain, the more typical nuclear reaction we see in nature involves carbon. When carbon is bombarded by electrons in a process of nuclear fusion electrons are attracted to the nuclei of carbon atoms to form Boron in the following reaction: 



When carbon transforms into boron the electron must appear with energy within the rank of thousands of electron-volts, once the Boron is formed, the boron atom is seen that it is an unstable isotope and therefore is disintegrated again to transform itself back into the stable Carbon atom of the principle of this reaction:



The electron is emitted or given back. Now, I illustrate through the symbol of the beta particle because the energy whereupon leaves with the electron from the nucleus which is initially much greater, no longer is it thousands of electron-volts, the exit energy is extreme, now in the 13 million electron-volt range, that is to say, an energy thousands of times to initiate the reaction, it is feasible to capture these beta rays of great energy, for example, in a toroid and thus to obtain immediate electrical energy of the nuclear process with no need of an intermediate process.

Reactions 1 and 2 are reversible reactions because the carbon once transformed into Boron returns to be reconstituted to initiate indefinite cycles, the later giving off more energy than the former but does not break any law of power conservation because the excess of energy corresponds to the stored internal energy in the atoms resulting in the conversion of matter into energy, this can be illustrated.

For the person who does not understand; as if we went to a zoo and we threw a peanut to an elephant, then the elephant takes the peanut and returns it to the thrower with the power of his trunk with many times greater energy, this is the same. In addition to this fact, one knows that of each 100,000 carbon atoms that are bombarded with electrons only 1 enters the reversible reaction that it gives us. I calculate that 8KW of power is available per gram of transformed carbon. It is not necessary to resupply the system with coal because the system regenerates, but after a certain time it is advisable to change the coal source which is subject to wearing down. Not only is light and heat generated from all nuclear reactions but electrons are also freed.

Practical implementation:

How then we can accelerate electrons and shoot them into coal so that it will catch electrons in the form of beta radiation? Very simply, we obtain a pure coal bar and discharge a condenser into it, depends on the capacity of the condenser and of the voltage of the energy of discharge required for the reaction in equation 1 will be reached. All we know that when we discharge a condenser, especially in a short circuit through a coal bar, very high currents will take place that guarantee a high electron flow to favor greater collisions, and it is that simple, nothing of nuclear reactors, systems of cooling, pumps of high vacuum, only a simple electrical circuit will transform the nuclear energy released directly into electricity since the same emitted beta radiation is captured and stopped to feed an electrical load, which makes it more efficient than a nuclear system of a power station. For example; in which the reactor warms up the water for in the end with the pressure of that steam moving a turbine and generating electricity, we did not need any intermediate process here, because the nuclear energy becomes directly processed into electricity.

The following figure shows the system and the process in general form that I have actually used:

Fig 1. Practical system of direct transformation of nuclear energy to electrical
In the figure a condenser C is loaded initially to a Voltage Vc and is discharged when closing the switch SW1, said switch can actually be a FET of high current, in conjunction with a pure coal bar the awaited nuclear reaction will take place and it will free to the desired beta rays which are captured by the illustrated toroidal coil, as a simple coil catches the radiation, said toroid acts as a transformer of current for the current circulates through the coal bar but in addition to that the toroid is polarized initially with a continuous source composed by the Vp battery and the Rp resistance makes a low current circulate around the toroid, in order to guarantee beta rays they do not go through the toroid but are turned aside onto itself and thus to capture most of the released possible energy.

The practical results I have obtained are remarkable, to begin with it is appreciated that the effect of the polarization of current around the toroid hugs the coal bar, when not polarized the collected energy varies until it is at a factor of 3, and with a small system of a bar-toroid, with a maximum dimension of 15 cm, I easily managed to obtain 6KW with the load by all means placed in the output of the toroid, and as the power output of the system is much greater than the input simply refed in the tests and the initial starting battery was removed, this is justified by the enormous energy available because it is like the calculations before referred to which we have 8 KW of useful power per each gram of transformed carbon.

It is possible to finally emphasize that although the beta radiation is the practical fuel of the system here it is used completely being transformed into useful energy, unlike the conventional technology where the radiations are a dangerous by-product, in any case in the process of the safety of this system we are due to follow strict safety measures oriented to prevent damages to the health to the builder of this system by radiation exposure either through burns or repeated exposure to the medium or long term exposure, that is to say, during the tests to use suitable sealing, suitable shields that are of lead, concrete or another material and a radioactivity indicator, leaving until the emission level during the tests is at a tolerable level, and by all means for the end assembly of the generating unit sealed, isolated to guarantee during its life utility that there is never is going to exist a radiation leak, even if in case of faults or accidents since this it is a passive system, if the bar is not excited its radioactivity will no longer be present, it is enough to disconnect the feeding without the problem of an explosion, critical mass or a chain reaction, only to take our own precautions to work with radiations with people who activate the circuit, the users only use these calibrated activated systems and they don’t mention it and do not have to worry.

Conclusion:

The fact that conventional nuclear technology is so complex, expensive, dangerous and damages ecological systems seems to be something more than an accident of history, that is to say, all we know that from a sample of history that such technology wanted to be used to make a nuclear pump and all the pursuit oriented to that without fully accounting for the expenses involved and it moved forward as rapidly as possible, it is very probable the scientists who worked in those projects knew of all this but given the circumstances to make something possible or to pressures they received and the idea that anyone could simultaneously develop the technology that we today now call nuclear energy, I do not want to propose that people who use this technology are mistaken or making expenses at the cost of others, I only want to show the light of this evidence that anyone can verify on their own that nuclear technology could be today in our houses, impelling our automobiles, airplanes and spaceships without the contamination fear or damage to the ecology when anyone can have a system of these for their own use, coal abounds in our planet and is an inexhaustible and limitless source of energy.

Original Article: http://econuclear.tk/
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						NuEnergy is committed to sharing easy ways to go green with eco-friendly tips, renewable energy info, green business ideas, as well as tips and tricks for living a green lifestyle.
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                Did You Know That Heating Oil Is a Clean and Efficient Fuel?
            

            In the United States, heating your home accounts for around 42% of your utility bill. There are several different sources of energy to heat your home, which can make it difficult to know which is best for you. Natural gas and electrical heating systems tend to be the most popular, but they aren’t the most…
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                9 Smart Ways to Spruce up Your Yard for Better Curb Appeal
            

            Your yard looks alright, but it’s missing something. Right now, it’s just average. You want it to be spectacular.  You’ve come to the right place. Below, we’re going to provide you with nine tips for yard maintenance. Once you’re through with these, you’ll have the best-looking yard on the block! 1. Update Your Mailbox You…
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                Stop Wasting Water: Start Preventing Clogs and Leaks Today!
            

            It’s every business owner’s worst nightmare: an overflowing drain that floods carpeting, furniture, and other fixtures with dirty wastewater. Not only are you wasting water, but your next high water bill will be paired with costly plumbing repairs and water restoration! When you take the time to prevent clogs and leaks in advance, you save…
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                Your 5-Step Guide to Cleaning a Chicken Coop Properly
            

            Having chickens can be an excellent and productive relationship, but do you know how to clean a chicken coop properly? Depending on how your enclosure is designed (check out these awesome layouts at Organicchickenfeed.com), it can be daunting trying to figure out how to clean each of the living areas in the coop. If you…
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                Someone Broke My Car Window, What Should I Do? A Guide
            

            The pandemic has come with a lot more repercussions than meets the eye. For example, vehicle break-ins have spiked all across the country these past few months.  Being the victim of a car break-in can be scary, as well as a big inconvenience to your daily plans. However, there are specific steps you can take…
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                6 Ingenious Ways to Make Recycling at Home Easier
            

            Did you know that a whopping 91% of plastic isn’t recycled? This shocking statistic shines a spotlight on the plastic war that the world is currently fighting. Have you joined the battle against plastic? To start, you MUST recycle! If your family doesn’t think twice about throwing away soda bottles, food waste, wrappers, and jars…
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                Ways to Go Green With Your New HVAC System
            

            How environmentally friendly is your HVAC? Though air conditioning is not very eco-friendly, the more advanced HVAC systems are, the more efficiently they run. Still, as of 2018, 12 percent of US home energy consumption comes from air conditioning. Therefore, it’s important to try to reduce the carbon footprint of your new HVAC system. Check…
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                7 Eco-Friendly Companies That Are Making a Change
            

            All around us, climate change is having a marked effect on the planet. Scientists recently announced that the oceans are hotter than ever before, while wildfires like those in Australia are expected to become commonplace. Everyone needs to make a difference. There are 100 companies that contribute 71 percent of the world’s emissions. While these…
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                11 Tips for Creating More Sustainable Restaurants
            

            Do you often go to sustainable restaurants? Perhaps you don’t even realize it when you do. These restaurants are like any others in most ways, except that they go to great lengths to preserve the natural environment while conducting their business. “Sustainability focuses on meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of…
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	Free Magnetic Energy Generator
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